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ABSTRACT: Despite the incredible success stories from robotics in the last few years, many of our best planning and control algorithms are still far from transitioning out of the research lab and into the real world. Fielding a humanoid robot in a disaster environment, or flying a UAV at high speeds through a cluttered environment requires reliable online planning in novel environments, and robustness to uncertainty from perception, imperfect actuators, and model errors. For legged robots and robot manipulation, this is made even more challenging by the fact that contact with the (uncertain) environment plays a central role in the dynamics.

I believe that transitioning dynamic robots to the real world requires an explicit focus on robustness, which has natural formulations using optimization. Making these optimizations tractable requires exploiting sparsity and convexity in our robot equations, and making informed relaxations. In this talk, I will review our best attempts to date and give examples with fast vision-based UAV flight through clutter and MIT’s entry into the DARPA Robotics Challenge.
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